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Criteria are obtained for the quartic residue character of the fundamental unit 
of the real quadratic field Q((~xJ)‘/~), where q is prime and either q = 7(mod 8), 
or q = l(mod 8) and Xa - &Y* = -2 is solvable in integers Xand Y. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let m > 1 be a squarefree integer, and let E, denote the fundamental unit 
of the real quadratic field Q(m1/2). We assume throughout that E, has norm 
+ 1, and investigate the quartic residue character of E, modulo certain prime 
ideal divisors of the field Q(KPz~/~). Evaluations of the quartic character of E, 
have been obtained by Lehmer [2], and by the present authors [3a,b] for 
certain values of m. If m is a prime q, the requirement that cp have norm + 1 
forces q E 3 (mod 4), and in this case the quartic character of E* has been 
evaluated (cf. [3b, Case 1.21). In this paper we consider the case m = 2q, 
q prime. 
Following Barrucand and Cohn [I], we consider the equations 
X2 - 2qY2 = E, q prime, E = - 1,2, or -2. For a given value of q exactly 
one of these three equations is solvable, and we use the terminology 
“E = -2” (for example) to mean that the equation X2 - 2qY2 = -2 has 
solutions. Since we are assuming that the norm of Ed is +l, we require 
E # - 1, that is E = 42. This excludes all primes q = 5 (mod 8) and 
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certain primes q E 1 (mod 8). When q = 3 (mod 8), we have E = -2, and 
the evaluation of the quartic character of Ed has been carried out [3b, Case 
1.51. We now treat two of the remaining cases, namely, 
(a) y = 7 (mod 8), so that E = 2, and 
(b) 4 = 1 (mod 8), assuming E = -2. 
The final case, which is q -= 1 (mod 8) assuming E = 2, is more compli- 
cated. It is hoped to treat it, and some related questions, in a future paper. 
Let p denote a rational prime, p a prime ideal divisor of p in Q((2q)‘n). 
Also, let h denote the class number of the imaginary quadratic field 
Q((-2q)‘/“), and set I = h/4. For q a prime satisfying (a) or (b), we prove 
the following 
THEOREM. Let p be a prime, such that (- 1 /p) = (2/p) = (q/p) = 1. Then 
E& is a quartic residue modulo p tf and only tf pt = x2 + 2qy2 for coprime 
integers x and y. 
Our results, and the methods of proof, are similar to those of Parry [4] 
concerning the quadratic character of E* when q = 1 (mod 8) is prime. 
In particular, the quartic residue character of Ed is related to the (unramified) 
quartic extension of Q((-2q)‘/3 corresponding to the fourth powers in the 
ideal class group. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
In what follows, (a) and (b) refer to the two cases mentioned in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let H denote the ideal class group of Q((-2q)‘/‘). Corre- 
sponding to Hz is the genus field Q((-2q)l12, Eln), and to H4 is the field 
Q((-2q)‘/“, E112, PI/~) with P given as follows: 
(a) p = U + 2V(2)li2, where -q = Cl2 - 8 V2, U = (-l)V (mod 4) 
and, 
(b) p = C + 2D(-2)l12, where q = C2 + 8D2, C = (-1)” (mod 4). 
Proof. The field corresponding to H2 is easily determined by genus 
theory. The biquadratic field for (a) is of “classical origin” [1], and that for 
(b) is similarly derived. The signs of C and of Uare chosen so that Q(E1t2, $i2) 
is unramified over Q(I?j2), as x2 E p (mod 4) has a solution in Z[E1j2]. 
LEMMA 2. There exist integers R, S such that c29 = (R21L2 + Sq1j2)2, and 
4R2 - 2qS2 = E. 
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Proof. l ,, = T + CJ(2q)li2 for positive integers T and U, with 
Ta - 2qiY = 1. Thus Tis odd, U = 2U, and (T + 1)/2. (T - 1)/2 = 2qU12. 
As (T f 1)/2 are coprime integers, we have either (T f 1)/2 = R” and 
(T F 1)/2 = 2qS2, or, (T f I)/2 = 2R2 and (T F I)/2 = qS2, for integers R 
and S such that RS = WI . The former implies R2 - 2qs2 = f 1, which is 
impossible as em is fundamental; hence, the latter possibility holds, with 
choice of signs determined by the value of E. 
LEMMA 3. Let R and S be as in Lemma 2. 
(a) There are integers U, V, K, L such that U = (- l)y (mod 4) and 
(U + 2V2112)(K + L21/2)2 = (-1)R/2(1 + R29. 
(b) There are integers C, D, M, N such that C = (- l)D (mod 4) and 
(C + 2D(-2)‘/3(M + N(-2)‘/“)” = (-1)R12(1 - R(-2)li2). 
Proof: As 4R2 - 2qS2 = E, we have 
(a) -qs2 = 1 - 2R2 = (1 + R2l/3(1 - R2112), and 
(b) qS2 = 1 + 2R2 = (1 + R(-2)‘12)(1 - R(-2)‘/2). 
The lemma follows upon an analysis of these equations in the unique 
factorization domains Z[E1/2], E = 2, -2, respectively. All normalizations 
are such that both p and the right-hand member in each equation are 
congruent (mod 4) to squares in 2[IW2]. 
Finally, we note that the identity 
2(2R + E’i2)(2R + S(2q)1’2) = (2R + E + S(2q)1’2)2 
has the following interpretations. 
LEMMA 4. (a) (21/2)2(1 + R(2)‘/“)(R2’lz + Sq1i2) = (R21/2 i- 1 f sq’/2)2, 
(b) (1 + i)2(1 - R(-2)l12)(R21i2 + Sq1i2) = (R21i2 + i + Sq1j2)‘. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let k = Q(i, 211z, q1i2) and K = k(&*) = k((R2112 + Sq1/2)1/2), where R 
and S are as in Lemma 2. For p (prime) satisfying (- 1 /p) = (2/p) = (q/p) = 1, 
let p, ‘$J be prime ideal divisors of p in Q((2q)l/“) and k, respectively. Now cZP 
will be a quartic residue modulo p precisely if R21i2 + Sq112 is a quadratic 
residue moduIo ‘$3. From Lemmas 3 and 4 (using the given conditions on p) 
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we see that this happens if, and only if, (p) splits into prime ideal factors of 
degree one in the field Q((-2q)‘/“, E112, p1/3 of Lemma 1. As this field 
corresponds to H4, (p) splits as required if and only if pz = x2 + 2qy2. 
This completes the proof. 
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